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Abstract
The structure of the nuclei 76Ge and 76Se is studied with symmetry conserving
configuration mixing methods based on the Gogny D1S interaction. These two
nuclei are of key importance in the search for neutrinoless double-beta decay.
The energy density functionals used here include symmetry restorations
(particle number and angular momentum) and shape mixing within the gen-
erator coordinate method. The comparison with the experimental data shows a
good qualitative agreement when triaxial shapes are included, revealing the
important role played by this degree of freedom in these two nuclei.

Keywords: energy density functionals, triaxiality, double beta decay

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Detailed study of the structure of the 76Ge and 76Se isobars has been recently fostered by the
fact that they are the initial and final nuclei in a potential neutrinoless double beta decay
( nbb0 ). In this lepton number violating process, the initial nucleus decays to the final nucleus
with two protons more and two neutrons less, and only two electrons are emitted. This
mechanism is only possible if neutrinos are Majorana particles and its detection will help to
disentangle the absolute neutrino mass and the neutrino mass hierarchy problem [1–3].
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Therefore, this is one of the most promising processes to detect physics beyond the Standard
Model without using colliders. In the most plausible mechanism, i.e., the exchange of a light
Majorana neutrino, the inverse of the half-life of the nbb0 decay is proportional to a kine-
matic phase space factor, the effective Majorana neutrino mass and the so-called nuclear
matrix element (NME) that accounts for the probability of connecting the ground states of the
initial and final nuclei [2].

The NMEs of the dozen of potential nbb0 decays have been calculated using different
state-of-the-art nuclear many-body techniques such as the large scale shell model (LSSM) [4–
8], the quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) [9–12], the interacting boson
model (IBM) [13, 14] and energy density functionals (EDFs) [15–18]. Currently, the dis-
crepancies between the values of the NMEs given by those methods are roughly within a
factor of three [19, 20]. This is a serious limiting factor for: (a) the design of the experiments
aimed at detecting nbb0 decays, and, (b) studying the effective neutrino mass and mass
hierarchy accurately if this decay is eventually detected.

Nevertheless, in the last few years the dependence of the NMEs on some of the most
relevant nuclear degrees of freedom has been analyzed. These studies allow for a better
constraint on these quantities and they also test the reliability of the different methods. Hence,
the role of the deformation [15, 21–24], pairing and seniority [4, 10, 16, 25], isospin sym-
metry breaking [26–28], model space [8, 12, 29], closure versus non-closure approximation
[30, 31], etc, has been established both in the potential candidates and in isotopic chains
[27, 32, 33]. For example, it has been shown that the NMEs are enhanced (suppressed) when
initial and final states have similar (different) deformations. Moreover, the NMEs are larger
when spherical symmetry is assumed for the intrinsic initial and final states.

The search for nbb0 decays in the nucleus 76Ge to the isobar 76Se is currently the subject
of two major experiments, namely, GERDA [34] and MAJORANA [35]. The predictions for
the NME range from ~2 3– given by LSSM to ~5 6– predicted by QRPA and EDF
approaches.

As a step towards providing a more reliable NME for this decay within EDF methods, it
is the purpose of this work to study the structure of these two nuclei with symmetry con-
serving configuration methods (SCCMs) [36–38] based on the Gogny D1S interaction [39].
In particular, the role of the triaxial deformation is analyzed in detail since all the calculations
of the NMEs performed with EDF approaches have assumed axial symmetry. In addition, the
occupation numbers of spherical orbits [40] are calculated to show which are the most
relevant. This kind of study could serve as a guide to defining the valence space in future
LSSM/IBM/QRPA calculations with two-body interactions.

From an experimental point of view, strong indications of triaxiality in 76Ge have been
found in above-barrier Coulomb excitation and inelastic scattering experiments [41]. In
particular, both the staggering parameter in the γ-band and the ratios between different
reduced electromagnetic transition probabilities are consistent with a rigid-γ deformed
nucleus. These results are well described qualitatively by the phenomenological model of
Davydov and Filippov [42] as well as quantitatively with more microscopic methods such as
the shell model [41], the triaxial projected shell model [43], the proton–neutron IBM [44] and
the relativistic EDF based on a collective Hamiltonian [45]. The latter calculation shows also
signatures of γ-softness instead of a rigid-γ character.

Fingerprints of triaxiality, such as the presence of a low-lying γ-band, have been also
observed in the 76Senucleus [46–48]. The low-lying spectrum is quite well reproduced by the
triaxial projected shell model [43], IBM [49] and the collective Hamiltonian based on a
Skyrme interaction [50]. Self-consistent mean-field calculations in the triaxial plane with
Skyrme [50] and Gogny [51] interactions predict a γ-soft nucleus with the minimum of the
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potential energy surface (PES) located at an axial oblate configuration. This oblate character is
also predicted by axially symmetric SCCM calculations with Gogny [52] and relativistic
Lagrangians [18]. However, the experimental spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the first
+2 excited state has a negative sign, contrary to the self-consistent mean-field and axial
SCCM results. This fact could indicate the relevance of both correlations beyond the mean-
field approximation and triaxiality.

Apart from excitation energies and electromagnetic properties, experiments with nucleon
transfer/removal reactions have been performed in the last few years to pin down the most
relevant spherical single particle orbits in 76Ge and 76Se [53, 54]. Occupation numbers of
spherical orbits are not observables and the comparison between the results provided by
different nuclear many-body methods must be taken with caution [55]. However, this
information about the structure of the nuclei can be used to provide additional confidence on
the theoretical method [56] and/or constrain the parameters used in the calculation of nbb0
NMEs [57, 58].

This paper is organized as follows. First, a brief review of the SCCM methods used in
this work is given in section 2. Then, the main results of the calculations are given in section 3
where the PESs, excitation energies, electromagnetic properties, collective wave functions (c.
w.f.s) and occupation numbers are discussed. Finally, section 4 is devoted to a summary of
the main findings of the present study and gives an outlook for future work.

2. Outline of the SCCM methods

In this section the SCCM method used here is summarized. A much more detailed description
of the method can be found in [36–38]. In this approach, based on the variational principle,
the nuclear many-body states are defined as linear combinations of product-like wave func-
tions which are projected onto a good number of protons (Z) and neutrons (N), and the total
angular momentum and its third component (J, M):

ås b g=
b g

b g
sJM NZ f JMK NZ; ; ; ; , . 1

K
K

J

, ,
, , 2

2
2

∣ ⟩ ∣ ⟩ ( )

Here, s = ¼1, 2, are the labels for the different states having a given angular momentum.
The above definition corresponds to the generator coordinate method (GCM) ansatz [59]. The
projected wave functions are defined as [59]:

b g b g=JMK NZ P P P; ; , , , 2MK
J N Z

2 2∣ ⟩ ∣ ⟩ ( )

where PJ
MK is the angular momentum projector and = - - + ¼K J J J, 1, , is the component

of the angular momentum in the body-fixed z-axis. The intrinsic product-like states,
b g º,2∣ ⟩ ∣⟩, are calculated with the variation after particle number projection (PN-VAP)
method [60], i.e., minimizing the particle number projected energy with constraints:

b g b g l l¢ = - -E E Q Q, , , 3q q2 2 20 2220 22
( ) ( ) ⟨ ˆ ⟩ ⟨ ˆ ⟩ ( )

b g =E
HP P

P P
, . 4

N Z

N Z2( ) ⟨ ˆ ⟩
⟨ ⟩

( )

Here, PN Z( ) is the neutron (proton) projection operator [59]. The constraints in equation (3)
are the degrees of freedom explored explicitly by the nuclear states in equation (1), and lq20

,
lq22

are the Lagrange multipliers that ensure the conditions:
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where mQ2
ˆ with m = - -2, 1 ,.., 2 is the μ component of the quadrupole operator. The

deformation parameters mentioned above are defined as:
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being A the mass number and =r 1.20 fm.
Finally, the coefficients b g

sf K
J

, ,2
in equation (1) are found by minimizing the energy

obtained from these GCM states, leading to the Hill–Wheeler–Griffin (HWG) equations [59]:
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where a b gº K, ,2{ } { } and  and  are the energy and norm overlaps, respectively:

 b g b g= ¢ ¢ ¢a a¢ JMK NZ JMK NZ; ; , ; ; , , 8J NZ
;

;
2 2⟨ ∣ ⟩ ( ){ } { }
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;
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Once equation (7) is solved, not only is the energy spectrum ( sEJ ) obtained, but also the
many-body wave functions that can be used to compute expectation values, transition
probabilities and NMEs (see [15, 36–38, 61, 62] for more details).

Self-consistent symmetries can be imposed in the definition of the product-like (intrinsic)
wave functions in order to reduce both the complexity of the method and, more importantly,
the computational cost [63]. In this work, parity is conserved and therefore only positive
parity states can be described. Additionally, time-reversal symmetry is conserved, largely
simplifying the calculations at the cost of exploring the ground state variationally better than
the excited states [64]. The main effect of this restriction is a stretching of the predicted
spectra. One can further simplify the SCCM method by including only product-like states
with axial symmetry, i.e., g = 0 (prolate) and g = 60 (oblate, or equivalently negative
values of b2 or g = 180 ). In this case, only nuclear states with K=0 and J-even can be
computed, which is a severe limitation to describe, for example, γ-soft or triaxial rotor nuclei,
or γ-bands. However, due to its simplicity, the axial approach has been assumed in the
calculations of nbb0 NMEs of the A=76 decay performed so far with SCCM methods
[15, 16, 18].

In this work, the number of intrinsic states included in the definition of the GCM states
(equation (1)) is 15 and 60 for the axial and triaxial approximations, respectively. A good
convergence of the energies after solving the HWG equations is obtained with this choice.
These product-like states are defined in a spherical harmonic oscillator basis with nine major
shells. In addition, the number of gauge (particle number projection) and Euler (angular
momentum projection) angles are 9 and 2048 respectively, suitable for correctly reproducing
the expectation values of the number of particles and the total angular momentum operator J 2ˆ .
Finally, the Gogny D1S parametrization has been used in all the cases. More technical details
about the calculations are explained in [37].
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3. Results

3.1. Potential energy surfaces

The collective behavior of the ground state of a nucleus can be normally inferred from the
analysis of the PESs, i.e., the dependence of the energy on some collective variables like
deformations and/or quantum fluctuations. These PESs can be evaluated with mean-field
wave functions or with more sophisticated many-body states that include beyond-mean-field
effects. In the present case, variation after particle number projected (PN-VAP) PES and
particle number and angular momentum projected (PNAMP, J= 0) PES are plotted in
figure 1 for the two isotopes studied here, namely, 76Ge (figures 1(a)–(c)) and 76Se
(figures 1(d)–(f)).

In the axial case, the nucleus 76Ge (figure 1(a)) shows a PN-VAP PES with two minima
at b » 0.22 , being the prolate one deeper, and a maximum at the spherical point. Once the
angular momentum of the states is restored (J= 0), there is an energy gain for all the points
except for the spherical state—which is a J=0 eigenstate already at the PN-VAP level. The
PNAMP PES presents a similar structure as before but with a slight displacement in the
position of the minima towards a larger deformation. Therefore, in the axial approximation
the nucleus 76Ge is prolate deformed.

The results change if the γ degree of freedom is also explored. In figures 1(b)–(c) the PN-
VAP and PNAMP energy surfaces in the b g,2( ) plane are plotted. The PN-VAP PES shows a
single minimum at»  0.25 , 15( ) and a rather flat surface along the γ direction in the range of
b Î 0.1, 0.32 [ ]. The two minima observed in the axial PN-VAP PES are indeed saddle points

Figure 1. Particle number (PN-VAP) and particle number and angular momentum
(PNAMP, J= 0) projected potential energy surfaces for (a)–(c) 76Ge and (d)–(f) 76Se
calculated with the Gogny D1S interaction. In the left panel, axial symmetry is assumed
while in the central and right panels triaxial calculations are shown. Energies are
normalized to the minimum of each surface (triaxial case) or to the minimum of the
particle number and angular momentum projected energy (axial case).
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in the triaxial plane. The same happens with the PNAMP PES, where only one minimum is
found at»  0.30 , 20( ) and the two axial minima are saddle points. It is important to point out
that this surface resembles the potential of a γ-rigid model.

Concerning the nucleus 76Se, the changes are more significant when both triaxiality and
angular momentum restoration are taken into account. In the axial PN-VAP and PNAMP
approaches, and also in the triaxial PN-VAP PES, the absolute minima are obtained at an
axial oblate configuration with b » -0.22 (g = 60 ). However, the PNAMP PES shows a
rather γ-soft behavior in the range of b Î 0.2, 0.42 [ ] and, for g » 25 , in the interval
b Î 0.2, 0.52 [ ]. The absolute minimum is now displaced towards a more prolate value (0.3°,
25°), which is in fact more consistent with the negative sign of the experimental spectroscopic
quadrupole moment +Q 2sp 1( ) [46].

The present analysis shows the relevance of the triaxial degree of freedom in these two
isobars at this level of approximation. Nevertheless, the final nuclear states are obtained

Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental spectra for (a) 76Ge and (b) 76Se nuclei. On the
left, the axial approach is used and in the central panel triaxial calculations are shown.
Experimental data are taken from [41, 48].
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within the SCCM method after performing the configuration mixing. This leap is necessary to
compute energies and electromagnetic properties that can be directly compared with the
experimental data. Additionally, theoretical objects like the c.w.f.s and the occupation
numbers of spherical orbits can be studied to shed light on the structure of the different
nuclear states. These topics will be discussed in the subsequent sections.

3.2. Energy levels

Ground state and excitation energies, sEJ , are computed in the SCCM framework by solving
the corresponding HWG equations (equation (7)). The results for the axial and triaxial cal-
culations, as well as the experimental data, are shown in figure 2. In the axial case, the ground
state bands are much more stretched than the experimental bands. This is understood in terms
of the lack of both triaxiality and time-reversal symmetry breaking intrinsic states that pro-
duces a worse variational description of the excited states [37, 64]. In addition, the first
excited bands of 76Ge and 76Se found experimentally are built on top of the +22 states with a
D =J 1 sequence. These γ-bands cannot be reproduced with axial calculations because only
J-even states are allowed due to symmetry restrictions.

The comparison with the experimental data is much better when the triaxial degree of
freedom is taken into account. The triaxial calculations predict in the two nuclei the presence
of, apart from the ground state and γ-bands, two side bands: one withD =J 1 built on top of
the +43 , and another one withD =J 2 and a +02 band-head. As will be analyzed in section 3.4,
the first band corresponds to a mostly K=4 rotational band associated to the ground (mostly
K= 0) and γ (mostly K= 2) bands. The character of the +02 band is different in 76Ge and 76Se.
The latter is found at a smaller excitation energy and corresponds to an axial oblate rotational
band while the former has an axial prolate character (see section 3.4 for more details).

Some fingerprints of the triaxial character of the nucleus are the ratios
= + +R E E4 24 2 1 1( ) ( ) and = + +R E E2 22 2 2 1( ) ( ). The calculated and experimental values

shown in table 1 are in fairly good agreement in both nuclei when the triaxial shapes are
included. In addition, the way the states are distributed in the γ-band can distinguish between
a γ-rigid or a γ-soft character of the nucleus [66]. This fact can be quantified by the staggering
parameter:

=
- - - - - -

+S J
E J E J E J E J

E

1 1 2

2
. 10

1

( ) [ ( ) ( )] [ ( ) ( )]
( )

( )

In table 1 the experimental and calculated values for S(J), as well as the sign of this quantity
predicted by a γ-rigid and a γ-soft model, are shown. In the case of 76Ge, the experimental
values and the theoretical ratios and staggering parameters are consistent with a γ-rigid

Table 1. Experimental and theoretical (triaxial) ratios between the excitation energies
= + +R E E4 24 2 1 1( ) ( ) and = + +R E E2 22 2 2 1( ) ( ), as well as the staggering parameters

of the γ-band and the signs predicted by two geometrical models [42, 65, 66].

R4 2 R2 2 S(4) S(5) S(6) S(7) S(8)

76Ge (exp) 2.50 1.97 +0.09 −0.03 +0.15 −0.09 +0.17
76Ge (triax) 2.65 1.90 +0.63 −0.71 +1.54 −1.85 +2.50
76Se (exp) 2.38 2.17 −0.25 +0.23 +0.04 −0.05 −0.06
76Se (triax) 2.53 1.90 +0.45 −0.48 +1.23 −1.41 +2.14
γ-soft 2.50 2.50 − + − + −
γ-rigid (30°) 2.60 2.00 + − + − +
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character while for 76Se a more γ-soft character is obtained experimentally. In the latter
nucleus, the triaxial calculations predict a more transitional character, with some of the ratios
closer to γ-softness and some other quantities closer to a γ-rigid model. In section 3.4 the c.w.
f.s will be analyzed to give a better understanding of the structure of these states.

Finally, it is important to give an estimation of the energy gain in the ground state by
including the triaxial deformation in the SCCM method, i.e.,D = -+ +E E E0 0gain 1 triax 1 ax( ) ( ) .
These values areD =E 1.91 MeVgain and 1.24MeV for 76Ge and 76Se, respectively, showing
again the relevance of this degree of freedom in these two isobars.

3.3. Electromagnetic transition probabilities and moments

The present SCCM methods allow for the calculation of the B E2( ) reduced transition
probabilities as well as the electric spectroscopic quadrupole moments, Qsp, and the magnetic
dipole moment, μ. In table 2 the theoretical (axial and triaxial) and experimental values for the
most relevant transitions are shown. For the nucleus 76Ge, the spectroscopic quadrupole
moment +Q 2sp 1( ) is negative both experimentally and theoretically, indicating a prolate
character, or, as it will be discussed in section 3.4, a value of g < 30 . The reduced transition
probabilities are large between the members of the ground state band ( + +2 01 1 , + +4 21 1 )
and also between the +22 and the +21 states. However, the transition between the band-head of
the γ-band and the ground state is very small, which is again a hint of the triaxial character of
this nucleus. The comparison between the theoretical results and the experiments reveals that
the axial calculations reproduce the data reasonably well for the ground-state band while they
underestimate the inter-band transitions. On the other hand, the triaxial calculations better
reproduce those transitions although they predict systematically larger values for the in-
band B E2( )ʼs.

Such an excess is more significant in the transition probabilities calculated for the nucleus
76Se in the triaxial approach, probably due to an overestimation of the deformation given by
the Gogny D1S in combination with the present SCCM method. Nevertheless, the same
behavior of the B E2( ) as the one described above for the 76Ge is also observed here, i.e., large
transition probabilities within the ground state band and between the band-head of the γ-band
and the +21 state, and a small transition + +2 02 1 .

However, the most interesting result is the change of sign in the spectroscopic quadrupole
moment of the +21 state from an oblate character predicted by the axial calculation (Qsp

positive) to a more prolate character obtained when the triaxial shapes are included (Qsp

negative). The latter is indeed in agreement with the actual experimental value. As anticipated
in section 3.1, this is an indication of both the important role of beyond-mean-field

Table 2. Experimental and theoretical spectroscopic quadrupole moment (second col-
umn), magnetic dipole moment (third column) and B E2( ) reduced transition prob-
abilities (fourth–seventh column) in units of e fm2, nucleon magneton mN and W.u.,
respectively, for 76Ge and 76Se. Experimental values are taken from [67].

+Q 2sp 1( ) μ + +2 01 1 + +2 22 1 + +2 02 1 + +4 21 1

76Ge (axial) −17.8 0.800 27.5 32.7 0.07 41.6
76Ge (triax) −20.4 0.763 38.5 48.9 0.25 56.3
76Ge (exp) −19 (6) 0.838 (46) 29 (1) 42 (9) 0.90 (22) 38 (9)
76Se (axial) +45.5 0.89 31.8 11.0 1.70 43.3
76Se (triax) −31.2 0.90 72.3 102.0 0.09 117.4
76Se (exp) −34 (7) 0.80 (22) 44 (1) 43 (3) 1.21 (10) 71 (2)
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correlations associated to the angular momentum restoration, and the triaxiality in this
nucleus. In the next section, this change of sign will be understood better with the analysis of
the axial and triaxial wave functions.

3.4. Collective wave functions

In this section the so-called c.w.f.s obtained with axial and triaxial calculations are analyzed.
These c.w.f.’s are orthonormal functions defined as [59]:

Figure 3. Collective wave functions for the states belonging to the ground state and first
excited bands for (a) 76Ge and (b) 76Se nuclei obtained with axial SCCM calculations.
The sum is normalized to 1 and the states different from +01 have been shifted for a
better visualization.

Figure 4. Collective wave functions for the band-head states of the ground state band,
γ-band, second and third excited bands for (a) 76Ge and (b) 76Se nuclei obtained with
triaxial SCCM calculations.
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are defined in equations (8) and (1)m respectively. These

functions represent the contribution of the intrinsic deformations in each nuclear state and
they are very useful objects to study the collective character of the nucleus. As usual, the
above expression is simplified in the axial approximation (K= 0 and g = 0 and 180◦).

Starting with the axial results, in figure 3 the c.w.f.ʼs for the lowest states of the ground
state ( + +0 41 1– ) and first excited ( + +0 42 2– ) bands are shown. In fact, the states belonging to the
same band, i.e., strongly connected by B E2( ) transitions, have a similar c.w.f.s. structures. In
both nuclei the c.w.f.ʼs are basically located at the wells of the PES shown in figures 1(a) and
(d). Hence, the ground state band of 76Ge (figure 3(a)) is an admixture of prolate and oblate
configurations. Two peaks at b » 0.252 are obtained, with the prolate one a bit higher. The
opposite situation is found in the first excited band where the oblate peak is much higher than
the prolate one. Concerning the nucleus 76Se (figure 3(b)), the shape mixing is considerable
smaller -and negligible for angular momenta different from zero. In this case, the ground state
band obtained with axial calculations has an oblate character with a peak at b » -0.252 and
the first excited band is mainly prolate deformed (b » +0.402 ). Therefore, the calculated
spectroscopic moment with the positive sign shown in table 2 is consistent with this picture.

As in the analysis of the PESs (section 3.1), the situation changes when the triaxial
degree of freedom is included in the SCCM calculations. In figure 4 the c.w.f.ʼs for the band
head states given in the middle panel of figure 2 are plotted. For both nuclei, the ground state,
+01 , the head of the γ-band, +22 , and the head of the band, +43 , show their maxima at triaxial
shapes centered in g » 25 . They are in fact the K=0, 2 and 4 rotational bands built on top
of practically the same deformation. These states are more deformed in the nucleus 76Se
(b » 0.42 ) than in the nucleus 76Ge (b » 0.32 ). Furthermore, the ground state c.w.f. in 76Se is
more γ-soft than the one of 76Ge, which shows a more γ-rigid character. These results are
consistent with the energies and ratios discussed in section 3.2.

It is important to point out that the axial c.w.f.ʼs for the ground state bands shown in
figure 3 are compatible with the axial path in the ground state c.w.f.ʼs in figure 4. That means
that the maxima in the former c.w.f.ʼs at oblate and prolate deformations are indeed saddle
points in the triaxial plane. However, the situation is more critical in the nucleus 76Se since
the inclusion of triaxial shapes changes the results of relevant observables such as the
spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the +21 . The c.w.f. of this state in the triaxial plane (not
shown) is similar to the one of the ground state and has its maximum at a value of g < 30 .
Therefore, the calculated spectroscopic quadrupole moment is now negative, consistently
with the experimental value.

Finally, the +02 states predicted by the triaxial calculations are also rather different from
the axial results. An axial prolate (b » 0.152 ) state and an axial oblate b » 0.252 state are
obtained for 76Ge and 76Se respectively, in clear contrast to the axial result shown in figure 3.
Furthermore, rotational bands are built on top of these band-heads. The excitation energies of
the +02 ,

+41 and +22 states in 76Se are rather close (see figure 2(b)) and this fact could resemble a
two-quadrupole phonon structure as obtained in IBM calculations [68]. However, the form of
the +02 c.w.f.—and those belonging to the same band—does not support this interpretation in
the present calculations. In addition, a structure associated to β-vibrations is obtained in 76Ge
and 76Se at larger excitation energies. They are the +03 state in both nuclei (not shown).
Therefore, these +02 states cannot be interpreted in terms of such a collective mode either.
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3.5. Occupation numbers

The SCCM methods used throughout the paper provide a description of the nuclear states in
terms of collective variables, like deformations, in a rather natural way. However, it is also
useful to give more information of the structure in terms of a ‘shell-model-like’ language. To
do so, the occupation numbers of spherical orbits have been calculated for the ground states of
76Ge and 76Se. Since in the SCCM methods all particles are active within a large harmonic
oscillator single-particle basis, the first step consists in defining the spherical single-particle
orbits that will be occupied by the nucleons. In the present case, these orbits are defined for
each nucleus in a self-consistent manner from its spherically symmetric Hartree–Fock–
Bogoliubov (HFB) solution. More specifically, the operator associated to the number of
particles occupying a given spherical orbit, α, defined by the principal, orbital angular
momentum and total angular momentum quantum numbers a a an l j( ) is:

å=a

a

a a a a a a a a
n a a . 12

m
n l j m n l j m

j

j j
ˆ ( )†

These creation and annihilation single-particle operators a aa a,( )† are obtained from the
diagonalization of the one-body density-matrix that corresponds to the solution of an HFB
calculation performed imposing spherical symmetry for the nucleus of interest [59]. Then, the
above operator is used to evaluate the occupation numbers of the spherical orbits in the GCM
nuclear states defined in equation (1) (see [40] for further details).

It is important to point out that the occupation numbers are not actual observables [55]
but still they are useful quantities to test calculations and provide guidance for building
physically sound valence spaces in LSSM, QRPA and/or IBM methods. These numbers can
also give an insight of the relevance of the spin–orbit partners that are missing in most of the
LSSM calculations for nbb0 NMEs. In particular, the valence space used in LSSM calcu-
lations in the A=76 decay is made of the f0 5 2, p1 3 2, p1 1 2 and g0 9 2 orbits [56].

In table 3 the number of neutrons and protons occupying the pf and gds orbits are given
for 76Ge (N= 44, Z= 32) and 76Se (N= 42, Z= 34). Both axial and triaxial calculations are
shown. These occupation numbers reveal that both protons and neutrons do not show clear
signatures of subshell closures. Hence, the f0 7 2 orbits are not fully occupied, specially in the
proton case for the triaxial calculations. The filling of the neutron g0 9 2 orbit is also coming
with a non-negligible occupancy of its quadrupole partner d1 5 2, and, to a lesser extent, of its
spin–orbit partner g0 7 2. As mentioned above, these three orbits are out of the valence space
in LSSM calculations. Although the renormalization of the nuclear interaction to produce
shell model two-body matrix elements defined in a given reduced valence space could
accommodate these missing orbits, it would be interesting to check in future LSSM calcu-
lations their influence both in the spectra and in the nbb0 NMEs.

The main difference between the axial and triaxial results is observed in the system-
atically larger occupancies of the gds orbits found in the latter case. Moreover, in table 3 the
values inferred from nucleon transfer/removal experiments [53, 54] are also shown. Triaxial
results are closer to the experimental values although the neutron f0 5 2 orbit is found to be
more occupied and the neutron g0 9 2 orbit less occupied than the values extracted from the
experiments. In addition, the proton p1 f0 5 2( ) orbit is more (less) populated theoretically in
76Se than in the experiments. On the other hand, such experiments are not sufficiently
sensitive to explore occupancies in orbits above the g0 9 2 and vacancies in the f0 7 2 orbits that
play a role in the calculations. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the comparison between
these non-observable quantities should be taken with caution since they contain several
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model-dependencies both in the theoretical and experimental values [55]. Such a comparison
is therefore useful in qualitative terms.

4. Summary and outlook

In this work a detailed study of the low-lying structure of the nuclei 76Ge and 76Se calculated
with SCCM methods has been presented. These two isobars are of a great deal of interest
because they are the initial and final nuclei in one of the most promising neutrinoless double-
beta decay experiments. The present SCCM methods include particle number and angular
momentum projections, as well as quadrupole shape mixing within the GCM framework.
Energy levels, electromagnetic properties, c.w.f.s and occupation numbers of spherical single-
particle orbits have been analyzed.

The main conclusion of the present study is that both nuclei are triaxial deformed and the
axial approximation only captures part of such a triaxial structure by mixing prolate and
oblate configurations that are indeed saddle points in the b g,2( ) plane. The comparison with
the experimental data is rather good when triaxial deformations are included in the calcul-
ation. Hence, the triaxial calculations are able to reproduce qualitatively the appearance of γ-
bands in 76Ge and 76Se, the more γ-rigid character of 76Ge and the more transitional character
of 76Se and the correct spectroscopic quadrupole moments of the +21 states in both nuclei.
However, the transition probabilities are systematically larger than the experimental ones,
probably because of the overestimation of the deformation with the Gogny D1S interaction
when the angular momentum projection is taken into account. A more quantitative agreement
both in the energies and in the transition probabilities is expected if other degrees of freedom

Table 3. Occupation numbers of spherical orbits for the ground state of 76Ge and 76Se
computed with axial and triaxial approximations. Experimental values are extracted
from [53, 54].

Orbit 76Ge ax 76Ge triax 76Ge exp 76Se ax 76Se triax 76Se exp

n f0 7 2 7.81 7.72 — 7.72 7.47 —

n p1 5.38 4.88 4.87±0.20 4.74 4.30 4.41±0.20
n f0 5 2 5.16 4.95 4.56±0.40 4.96 4.24 3.83±0.40

n g0 9 2 4.65 4.84 6.48±0.30 3.92 4.10 5.80±0.30

n d1 5 2 0.54 0.83 — 0.26 0.86 —

n g0 7 2 0.16 0.24 — 0.19 0.31 —

n d1 3 2 0.04 0.07 — 0.04 0.10 —

n s2 1 2 0.03 0.09 — 0.02 0.12 —

p f0 7 2 7.46 7.19 — 7.41 6.94 —

p p1 2.11 2.17 1.77±0.15 3.29 2.69 2.08±0.15
p f0 5 2 2.16 2.30 2.04±0.25 2.98 2.63 3.16±0.25

p g0 9 2 0.17 0.19 0.23±0.25 0.21 1.16 0.84±0.25

p d1 5 2 0.03 0.05 — 0.04 0.25 —

p g0 7 2 0.06 0.09 — 0.08 0.15 —

p d1 3 2 0.02 0.03 — 0.02 0.05 —

p s2 1 2 0.01 0.01 — 0.01 0.03 —
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are included in the present SCCM framework, especially cranking terms [64, 69]. Some work
is in progress in this direction.

The role of the pf and gds spherical single-particle orbits has been also analyzed by
computing the occupation numbers with the ground state wave functions. This study has
shown that the filling in of the quadrupole partner and the spin–orbit partner of the g9 2 orbit,
i.e., the d5 2 and g7 2 orbits, and the removal of protons in the f7 2 orbit, are small but not
completely negligible. Therefore, LSSM calculations including some–or all–of these orbits in
the active valence space would be of interest for the computation of nbb0 NMEs.

As a concluding remark, the present work shows the relevance of the triaxial degree of
freedom in these two nuclei that are involved in nbb0 decays. Since only axial calculations
have been used so far to compute NMEs within the EDF framework, it is important to include
triaxial deformations in the near future to study their impact on this important quantity and
also in the description of charge-exchange reactions [70, 71]. Work is in progress along these
lines.
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